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APPLICATIONS AND DECISIONS

Important Information

All correspondence relating to public inquiries should be sent to:

Office of the Traffic Commissioner
(West Midlands)
38 George Road
Edgbaston
Birmingham
B15 1PL

The public counter in Birmingham is open for the receipt of documents between 9.30am and 4pm Monday Friday. There is no facility to make payments of any sort at the counter.

General Notes

Layout and presentation – Entries in each section (other than in section 5) are listed in alphabetical order. Each entry is prefaced by a reference number, which should be quoted in all correspondence or enquiries.

Further notes precede each section, where appropriate.

Accuracy of publication – Details published of applications reflect information provided by applicants. The Traffic Commissioner cannot be held responsible for applications that contain incorrect information.

Our website includes details of all applications listed in this booklet. The website address is: www.gov.uk

Copies of Applications and Decisions can be inspected free of charge at the Office of the Traffic Commissioner in Leeds.
Section 1 – Applications Received

Inspection of licence applications can be requested under the provisions of Regulation 9 of the Goods Vehicles (Licensing of Operators) Regulations 1995 by anybody who holds statutory objector status. Applications may be inspected free of charge at the Office of the Traffic Commissioner in Leeds by any person who carries written authorisation to act in that capacity.

Objections against published applications may be made in writing by a Chief Officer of Police, a local authority, a planning authority or a prescribed trade union or association within 21 days of the date on which notice of an application is published in Applications and Decisions. Objections must be made either on the grounds that any of the requirements listed in Section 13 of the Goods Vehicles (Licensing of Operators) Act 1995 are not met and/or that a nominated operating centre will be unsuitable for use as such. A copy of the objection must be sent by the objector to the applicant at the same time that it is sent to the Traffic Commissioner. The onus of proof in terms of the grounds on which an objection is lodged lies with the objector.

You may fax a copy of your objection to 0113 2488521 but please note that you must send the original signed document through the post.

Classification of Operator Licences – There are three classes of licence:

- A Restricted (R) licence authorises the use of a goods vehicle on public roads in Great Britain for the carriage of the licence holder’s own goods in the course of his trade or business. The licence holder cannot carry goods for other people for hire or reward;
- A Standard National (SN) licence allows the licence holder to carry both his own goods and goods for other people for hire or reward, on public roads in Great Britain. He can also carry his own goods on journeys abroad;
- A Standard International (SI) licence allows the licence holder to carry both his own goods and goods for other people for hire or reward. These activities can be undertaken both in Great Britain and on international journeys.

Section 1.1 – New Applications

OD1137376 R 3RD ELEMENT LTD
Director(s): LEE CALMAN.
UNIT 23/24, BILTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HUMBER AVENUE
COVENTRY CV3 1JL
Operating Centre: UNIT 23/24/25A, BILTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HUMBER
AVENUE COVENTRY CV3 1JL
Authorisation: 7 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1137662 SN A H AUTOMOVEMENTS LTD
Director(s): HEATHER ANETTE DIXON, ANDREW HICKMAN.
9 THE SERPENTINE, SUTTON PARK, KIDDERMINSTER DY11 6NX
Operating Centre: UNIT 7, FOLEY BUSINESS PARK, KIDDERMINSTER
DY11 7PS
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): ANDREW HICKMAN
OD1137293 R  BODEN D LIMITED
Director(s): DAVID JAMES BODEN.
3 SAUNDERS CLOSE  CANNOCK WS12 0JL
Operating Centre: WINFIELD TRANSPORT, BURDOCK CLOSE, HAWKS
GREEN CANNOCK WS11 7GB
Authorisation:1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1137292 R  CAMPS HIGHWAYS LTD
Director(s): JAMES ANDREW MACPHERSON.
UNIT 8, BROADAXE BUSINESS PARK , PRESTEIGNE LD8 2UH
Operating Centre: UNIT 11 THE GREEN BARN, WHARTONS FARM ,
CLEOBURY ROAD BEWDLEY DY12 2QJ
Authorisation:2 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1137616 SI  DIXON INTERNATIONAL LOGISTICS LIMITED
Director(s): BRENDAN DIXON, MICHAEL DIXON.
SWORDS BUSINESS PARK, SWORDS , DUBLIN CH1 1HG
Operating Centre: THE OLD TIMBER YARD, WOOD STREET , RUGBY CV21
2YY
Authorisation:20 Vehicle(s) and 20 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): BRENDAN DIXON, GLEN MORGAN

OD1137362 R  DUDLEY CLELAND & PARTNERS T/A D J CLELAND
Partner(s): MATTHEW CLELAND, VALERIE CLELAND, DUDLEY JOHN
CLELAND.
GLEBE FARM, DINEDOR , HEREFORD HR2 6LQ
Operating Centre: GLEBE FARM, DINEDOR , HEREFORD HR2 6LQ
Authorisation:1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1137476 SN  EDWARD CLIVE MILLINGTON T/A E C MILLINGTON
CRIDDON HALL, CRIDDON, UPTON CRESSETT BRIDGNORTH WV16 6UJ
Operating Centre: CRIDDON HALL , CRIDDON, UPTON CRESSETT
BRIDGNORTH WV16 6UJ
Authorisation:2 Vehicle(s) and 4 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): Michael Tranter

OD1137486 R  ELITE GROUNDWORKS & CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS LTD
Director(s): SIMON JONATHAN JACKSON.
UNIT D OAK LANE, BRADELEY NURSERIES , STAFFORD ST18 9EA
Operating Centre: PLOT D BRADLEY NURSERIES , OAK LANE, BRADLEY
STAFFORD ST18 9EA
Authorisation:3 Vehicle(s) and 2 Trailer(s).

OD1137177 SI  JOHN G RUSSELL (TRANSPORT) LIMITED
Director(s): DAVID PATTERSON, ALAN WILLIAM POUTON, KENNETH
IAIN ALEXANDER MACLEOD, JAMES GRAHAM RUSSELL, SARAH
JOHNSTON WIGFIELD, WILLIAM KENNETH RUSSELL, ISOBEL
MARGARET RUSSELL, JOHN GRAHAM RUSSELL,
DEANSIDE ROAD, HILLINGTON , GLASGOW G52 4XB
Operating Centre: SAINSBURY'S SUPERMARKETS LTD, DAVENTRY RAIL
FREIGHT TERMINAL, BRASSEY WAY, KILSBY, RUGBY CV23 8BQ
Authorisation:15 Vehicle(s) and 20 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): GORDON ARTHUR JAMES SMITH
OD1137719 SI  KNIGHTS OF OLD LTD
Director(s): CHRISTOPHER BALDWIN, MICHAEL JOHN BACON,
WILLIAM IAN PENTLAND BEATTIE, ALEXANDER PAUL ABBOTT.
KETTERING PARKWAY, KETTERING VENTURE PARK, KETTERING
NN15 6XU
Operating Centre: PENGUIN BOOKS LIMITED, UNIT 1, CASTLE MOUND
WAY, CENTRAL PARK, RUGBY CV23 0WB
Authorisation: 30 Vehicle(s) and 30 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): SIMON PHILIP BITHELL, KELVIN CHARLES
GINGELL, ELTON RAE

OD1137251 SN  LEE ANDREW EVERETT T/A L J TRANSPORT
88 SANDCROFT, SUTTON HILL, TELFORD TF7 4AD
Operating Centre: THE GATEHOUSE, HALESFIELD 14, TELFORD TF7 4QR
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 1 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): KEN GRIFFITHS

OD1137473 SN  M & E TRANSPORT (LEEK) LTD
Director(s): ELIZABETH EDWINA BELFIELD, MARTIN JAMES
BELFIELD.
EASTNGDALE FARM, THORNCLIFFE ROAD, THORNCLIFFE LEEK ST13
7LW
Operating Centre: EASINGDALE FARM, THORNCLIFFE ROAD,
THORNCLIFFE LEEK ST13 7LW
Authorisation: 2 Vehicle(s) and 2 Trailer(s).
Operating Centre: BELFIELD BROS LTD, MEADOW VIEW FARM, PORTERS
LANE, BRADNOP, LEEK ST13 7NQ
Authorisation: 2 Vehicle(s) and 2 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): MARTIN JAMES BELFIELD

This is a change of entity application from a partnership to a Limited company. The
previous licence OD0257777 will be surrendered.

OD1137502 SN  M&N FORKLIFT TRANSPORT LTD
Director(s): NATHAN JAMES FLANAGAN, MICHAEL WILLIAM
FLANAGAN,
SANDYBANK, STOURBRIDGE ROAD, WOOTTON BRIDGNORTH WV15
6EE
Operating Centre: M&N FORKLIFT TRANSPORT LIMITED, SANDYBANK,
STOURBRIDGE ROAD, WOOTTON, BRIDGNORTH WV15 6EE
Authorisation: 7 Vehicle(s) and 7 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): MICHAEL WILLIAM FLANAGAN

OD1137456 SI  METEOR EUROPEAN LOGISTICS LTD
Director(s): ROBERT ANDREW SMITH, IAN MELVYN COWARD.
STUDIO 20 ROSLYN WORKS, UTTOXETER ROAD, LONGTON STOKE-ON-
TRENT ST3 1PQ
Operating Centre: J & Y SERVICES, LAND BY AXIOM RAIL, WHIELDON
ROAD STOKE-ON-TRENT ST4 4HP
Authorisation: 10 Vehicle(s) and 2 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): ROBERT SMITH SMITH
Section 1.2 – Variation Applications
OD1081414 SN A B WASTE MANAGEMENT LIMITED
Director(s): ANDREW MICHAEL BAYLISS, ANTHONY MARK ELLIS, KEVIN THISTLEWAITE.
BULL LANE WORKS, BRANDON WAY, WEST BROMWICH B70 9PQ
Removed operating centre: JUNCTION WORKS, CEMETERY ROAD
WEDNESBURY WS10 8NA
New operating centre: NEED A SKIP PREMISES, BULL LANE WORKS,
BRANDON WAY, WEST BROMWICH B70 9PQ (0 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s))
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 20 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD1087919 SN ADISEL LIMITED
Director(s): KEVIN THISTLEWAITE, ANDREW MICHAEL BAYLISS,
JOANNE NELLY BLAKEMORE, ANTHONY MARK ELLIS.
BULL LANE WORKS, BRANDON WAY, WEST BROMWICH B70 9PQ
Removed operating centre: AB WASTE MANAGEMENT, JUNCTION WORKS,
CEMETERY ROAD, WEDNESBURY WS10 8NA
New operating centre: NEED A SKIP PREMISES, BULL LANE WORKS,
BRANDON WAY, WEST BROMWICH B70 9PQ (0 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s))
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 10 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD0251935 R ASHTEAD PLANT HIRE CO LTD T/A A PLANT
Director(s): RICHARD THOMAS, GEOFFREY DRABBLE, SATPAL DHAIWAL.
102 DALTON AVENUE, BIRCHWOOD PARK, BIRCHWOOD WARRINGTON
WA3 6YE
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: HALL LANE, WALSALL
WOOD, WALSALL WS9 9AX
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 6 vehicle(s), 6 trailer(s)

OD0000041 SN BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL
FLEET & WASTE MANAGEMENT, MONTAGUE STREET, BORDESLEY
BIRMINGHAM B9 4BA
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: LIFFORD LANE DEPOT,
KINGS NORTON, BIRMINGHAM B30 3JH
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 75 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: HOLFORD DRIVE, PERRY
BARR, BIRMINGHAM B42 2TU
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 70 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
Removed operating centre: 363 PARK ROAD, HOCKLEY, BIRMINGHAM B18
5SR

OD1002122 R BUDGET SKIP SERVICES LIMITED
Director(s): AUDREY KENNELL.
BUDGET SKIPS, CRONDAL ROAD, EXHALL COVENTRY CV7 9NH
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: SPEEDY SPACE LTD,
CRONDAL ROAD, EXHALL COVENTRY CV7 9NH
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 19 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD1097552 SN D & K CHILLED TRANSPORT LIMITED
Director(s): Daniel Thomas, ALAN KEITH THOMAS.
PENKRIDGE GROUP, UNIT 7, ELLESMORE BUSINESS PARK, OSWESTRY
ROAD, ELLESMORE SY12 0EW
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: H G V REPAIRS CANNOCK,
LITTLETON BUSINESS PARK, LITTLETON DRIVE CANNOCK WS12 4TS
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 12 vehicle(s), 8 trailer(s)
Upgrade of Licence from SN to SI
OD26639 SN  DEBEN TRANSPORT LTD
Director(s): CHARLES MEREDYDD DAVIES, RACHAEL McCALL, PAUL
THOMAS DAWSON.
FLEET DEPARTMENT, FAGBURY ROAD, FELIXSTOWE IP11 4HQ
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: HALL END BUSINESS PARK, A5 WATLING STREET, DORDON TAMWORTH B78 1SZ ()
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 40 vehicle(s), 40 trailer(s)
Removed operating centre: ABP HAMS HALL RAIL FREIGHT TERMINA, EDISON ROAD, HAMS HALL DISTRIBUTION PARK, COLESHILL, BIRMINGHAM B46 1DA

OD111260 SN  FREIGHT OPTIONS LTD
Director(s): ROBERT STEPHEN BUCKLEY.
4 RUNNYMEDE, STONE ST15 0EL
Removed operating centre: HANGAR 5, NEW ROAD, HIXON STAFFORD ST18 0PJ
New operating centre: UNIT 4A, GRINDLEY BUSINESS VILLAGE, GRINDLEY STAFFORD ST18 0LR ()
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 4 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD256307 SN  HOWARD DANIEL LINK T/A H D LINK
GOODSGREEN FARM, ARLEY LANE, SHATTERFORD BEWDLEY DY12 1RU
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: GOODSGREEN FARM, ARLEY LANE, SHATTERFORD BEWDLEY DY12 1RU ()
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)

OD266307 R  K T C (EDIBLES) LTD
Director(s): PARESH MEHTA, MICHAEL WILLIAM BALDREY, SANTOKH SINGH KHERA, SUKHJINDER SINGH KHERA.
J S HOUSE, MOORCROFT DRIVE, WEDNESBURY WS10 7DE
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: JS HOUSE, MOORCROFT DRIVE WEDNESBURY WS10 7DE ()
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 31 vehicle(s), 50 trailer(s)

OD1129644 R  LUKE SAMUEL TAFF T/A L S T
13 CLAYHANGER ROAD, WALSALL WS8 7BL
Removed operating centre: OLD A5 TYRE CENTRE, WATLING STREET, FOUR CROSSES CANNOCK WS11 1SB
New operating centre: HALSO PETROLEUM LTD, FRADLEY PARK, WOOD END LANE, FRADLEY, LICHFIELD WS13 8NG ()
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD110676 SN  MORGAN SINDALL PLC
Director(s): Nicolas Fletcher, Patrick Boyle, Steve Crummett, Joseph Ledwidge, John Morgan, NEIL SKELDING, ANGELA CLAIRE BROMFIELD.
COLD MEECE, SWYNERTON, STONE ST15 0UD
Removed operating centre: TRANSCO, STAFFORD ROAD, WOLVERHAMPTON WV10 6HZ
Removed operating centre: MORGAN SINDALL PLC, CLERKENLEAP, BATH ROAD, BROOMHALL, WORCESTER WR5 3HR
New operating centre: THROCKMORTON AIRFIELD, LONG LANE, THROCKMORTON PERSHORE WR10 2JH ()
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 10 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
OD1044353 SI  N.S.CLARKE TRANSPORT LTD
Director(s): Janet Clarke, NICHOLAS SHAUN CLARKE.
TOWERS BUSINESS PARK, WHEELHOUSE ROAD, RUGELEY WS15 1LH
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: WHEELHOUSE ROAD,
TOWERS BUSINESS PARK, BRERETON RUGELEY WS15 1LH
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 100 vehicle(s), 100 trailer(s)

OD0250935 SI  PENCROFT LTD
Director(s): OLIVER RICHARD ROGERS, CLIFFORD RAYMOND ROGERS.
LAUGHERN VILLA, MARTLEY, WORCESTER WR6 6QB
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: LAUGHERN VILLA,
MARTLEY, WORCESTER WR6 6QB
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 16 vehicle(s), 3 trailer(s)

OD1089072 SN  RAI & SONS LTD
Director(s): AMIT RAI
58 POOL ROAD SMETHWICK B66 3DB
Removed operating centre: CRANFORD STREET SMETHWICK B66 2TA
New operating centre: WEST MIDLANDS FOUNDRY CO LTD, BLAKEMORE ROAD, WEST BROMWICH B70 8JF (0 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s))
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 6 vehicle(s), 6 trailer(s)

OD0266373 R  RONALD GLENCROSS & PARTNERS T/A GLENCROSS SCAFFOLDING
Partner(s): STEVEN GLENCROSS, CHRISTINE GLENCROSS, RONALD GLENCROSS.
6 WENTWORTH ROAD SOLIHULL B92 7NA
New operating centre: LAVENDER HALL FARM, LAVENDER HALL LANE,
BERKSWELL COVENTRY CV7 7BN (0 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s))
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 6 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD1115914 R  SHIRE STRUCTURES LTD
Director(s): RICHARD YATES HARTSHORNE, RONALD MACE, SIMON CROOK.
THE CHAPEL, BARNES HALL ROAD, BROMSGROVE B61 0SZ
Removed operating centre: 38 SHERWOOD ROAD, ASTON FIELDS
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BROMSGROVE B60 3DR
New operating centre: 17B HARRIS BUSINESS PARK, HANBURY ROAD,
STOKE Prior BROMSGROVE B60 4DJ (0 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s))
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)

OD0260323 SN  TARDIS ENVIRONMENTAL UK LTD
Director(s): KATIE BOYDON, ADRIAN BOYDON, DAVID FURLONG,
ROBIN BOYDON, CHRISTOPHER BOYDON.
FRYERS ROAD, LEAMORE, BLOXWICH WALSALL WS2 7LZ
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: TARDIS ENVIRONMENTAL UK LTD, FRYERS ROAD, LEAMORE ENTERPRISE PARK WALSALL WS2 7LZ
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 40 vehicle(s), 10 trailer(s)

OD0180750 SN  TUFFNELLS PARCELS EXPRESS LTD
Director(s): JONATHON MICHAEL BUNTING, NICHOLAS JOHN GRESHAM, MARK RICHARD CASHMORE, IAN BREWER, LLOYD JOHN DUNN.
SHEPSCOTE HOUSE, SHEPSCOTE LANE, SHEFFIELD S9 1UW
New operating centre: PLOT 25, BEACON BUSINESS PARK WESTON ROAD,
STAFFORD ST18 0WL (0 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s))
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 50 vehicle(s), 50 trailer(s)
UPS LTD
Director(s): GEORGE WILLIS, PETER KINGSLEY DUNSTAN, CINDY JAYNE MILLER, HANS MICHAEL MENSING.
TOMLINSON ROAD LEYLAND PR25 2DS
New operating centre: PLOT 2, ANSLEY HALL DRIVE, BIRCH Coppice BUSINESS PARK, DORDON, TAMWORTH B78 1BF
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 55 vehicle(s), 73 trailer(s)

VENTURE STEEL LTD
Director(s): MARK PICKERING.
57 CRADLEY ROAD CRADLEY HEATH B64 6AG
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: 57 CRADLEY ROAD CRADLEY HEATH B64 6AG
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 6 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

WCL HAULAGE LIMITED
Director(s): MARK DEADMAN.
QUARRIES HOUSE, 2 COBBETT ROAD, BURNTWOOD WS7 3GL
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: VEHICLE REPAIR WORKSHOP AND PREMISES, COLTON ROAD, RUGELEY WS15 3HF
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 4 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
New operating centre: CRANE BROOK QUARRY, WATLING STREET, MUCKLEY CORNER LICHFIELD WS14 0BD
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 10 vehicle(s), 1 trailer(s)

WHITING LANDSCAPE LTD
Director(s): BRIAN WAYNE BRIDGES, MAURICE MURPHY, LAURENCE JULIAN UPCOTT, DAVID EDGAR GRIFFITHS.
WILDMOOR LANE, WILDMOOR, BROMSGROVE B61 0RJ
Upgrade of Licence from R to SN

*******

Section 2 – Applications Decided (Without Public Inquiries)

Appeals against any decision published in this section must be lodged with the Upper Tribunal – Administrative Appeal Chamber (Transport), 5th Floor, Rolls Building, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London, EC4A 1NL not later than 28 days after the date of the letter conveying the Traffic Commissioner’s (or Deputy Traffic Commissioner’s) decision. Appellants can obtain guidance on lodging appeals, including downloading the appeal form, from the website: www.administrativeappeals.tribunals.gov.uk

Section 2.1 – New Applications Granted
New Condition: “The operator will provide the Traffic Commissioner with original bank statements and other financial documents (such as overdraft facility agreements or credit card statements) that show the licence holder has access to the appropriate funds for the size and type of licence. These documents are to be received at the office of The Traffic Commissioner, Hillcrest House, Leeds by no later than 30 July 2015 and must fully cover the month of June 2015”.

Attached to Licence.
OD1136714 SN
(2665)
GURI HAULAGE LIMITED
Director(s): GURBHAGAT SINGH.
2A PINFOLD GARDENS WOLVERHAMPTON WV11 1TQ
Operating Centre: REAR OF MIDLANDS TRUCK & VAN LTD, NEACHELLS LANE, WILLENHALL WV13 3RP
Authorisation: 2 Vehicle(s) and 2 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): RICHARD IAN JACKMAN

OD1136297 R
(2663)
H B CLARK & CO (SUCCESSORS) LTD
Director(s): DAVID RUSSELL GARTHWAITE, PAUL GARTHWAITE, IAN KENNY.
WESTGATE BREWERY, 136 WESTGATE, WAKEFIELD WF2 9SW
Operating Centre: UNIT 7A, FYNNEY FIELDS, BASFORD LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE LEEK ST13 7QG
Authorisation: 3 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1133567 SN
(2666)
JAMES ERNEST GEORGE GODDARD AND WILLIAM DAVID GODDARD T/A SHAWELL TRANSPORT/LEICSPEED
Partner(s): WILLIAM DAVID GODDARD, JAMES ERNEST GEORGE GODDARD.
THE OLD SCHOOL, MAIN STREET, SHAWELL LUTTERWORTH LE17 6AG
Operating Centre: LEMON GROUNDWORK SUPPLIES, HUNTERS LANE, RUGBY CV21 1EA
Authorisation: 4 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): JAMES ERNEST GEORGE GODDARD
New Undertaking: • All vehicles will receive a formal pre MOT test by the maintenance provider before submission for the MOT.
• Evidence of financial standing will be presented to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner 1 month, 2 months and 3 months after the date of the public inquiry which was 12th March 2015.
Attached to Licence.

OD1133261 SN
(2667)
JMT TRANSPORT (UK) LTD
Director(s): LISA TAYLOR, JONATHAN ROGER TAYLOR.
73 ALLPORT ROAD CANNOCK WS11 1DY
Operating Centre: MANSTY FARM, MANSTY, PENKRIDGE STAFFORD ST19 5SA
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): JONATHAN ROGER TAYLOR
New Undertaking: • An undertaking has been given and is recorded on the licence as follows:

In circa 9 months, the operator will have an audit conducted by the R.H.A. of maintenance systems and documentation, and additionally, of drivers hours and records compliance. The audit is to be copied to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner's office in Birmingham and your local DVSA office.
Attached to Licence.

OD1136334 SI
(2664)
JOHN POULTON TRANSPORT SERVICES LIMITED
Director(s): SHARON POULTON, JOHN POULTON.
1 STEADMAN CROFT TIPTON DY4 0QQ
Operating Centre: THE ENGINE HOUSE, WURLEY GROVE COLLIERY, GORSEY LANE, PELSALL, WALSALL WS3 5AJ
Authorisation: 4 Vehicle(s) and 4 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): STEPHEN KEYS
OD1136493 R
(2664)
LELY (UK) LTD
Director(s): ANDREW STEWART, HERVE L'AZOU, RONALD PAUL EIKELENBOOM, GRAHAM MALCOLM DALE.
1-3 STATION ROAD ST. NEOTS PE19 1QH
Operating Centre: THE MORRILLOWS (ANDREW HEATH LTD), HILDERSTONE, STONE ST15 8SL
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 1 Trailer(s).

OD1136496 R
(2664)
RMS PLANT HIRE LTD
Director(s): RYAN HULME.
THE ELMS, ALTON ROAD, CHEADLE STOKE-ON-TRENT ST10 4RA
Operating Centre: THE ELMS, ALTON ROAD, THREADPOOL STOKE-ON-TRENT ST10 4RA
Authorisation: 3 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1136569 R
(2664)
RUSSELL STONE & NEIL STONE T/A STONE SCRAP METALS & SKIP HIRE
Partner(s): NEIL STONE, RUSSELL LEE STONE.
41 MILTON ROAD, COSELEY, BILSTON WV14 8HZ
Operating Centre: 41 MILTON ROAD, BILSTON WV14 8HZ
Authorisation: 2 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1136367 R
(2664)
S & S TANKS LTD
Director(s): ALISON JANE CHILDS, STEVEN ALVIS.
74 SEVERN WAY, CRESSAGE, SHREWSBURY SY5 6DS
Operating Centre: SUNNYMEAD FARM, NAIRD LANE, SHIFNAL TF11 9PJ
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1136197 R
(2663)
SBS LTD T/A SBS TRAILERS
Director(s): ANTONIA WYER, ANTHONY WYER.
MACROME ROAD, WOLVERHAMPTON WV6 9HD
Operating Centre: SBS LTD, MACROME ROAD, WOLVERHAMPTON WV6 9HD
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1135079 SN
(2663)
SPICERS LTD
Director(s): JEFFREY MICHAEL WHITNEY, ANDREW MERRICK SKINNER, ANDREW GRAHAM MOBBS, GREGORY JOHN MICHAEL.
DARTMOUTH ROAD, SMETHWICK B66 1BL
Operating Centre: SPICERS LIMITED, DARTMOUTH ROAD, SMETHWICK B66 1BL
Authorisation: 10 Vehicle(s) and 25 Trailer(s).
Transport Manager(s): JOHN ALEXANDER BREMNER

OD1131415 R
(2649)
TARVINDER SEHMI & PARTNERS T/A SEHMI BUILDERS & PLUMBERS MERCHANTS
Partner(s): BALJIT SINGH SEHMI, CHAN CHAL SEHMI, TARVINDER SEHMI.
1 HOB MOOR ROAD, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM B10 9AY
Operating Centre: UNIT 2, MULLIMERS WORKS, 158 BORDESLEY GREEN ROAD BIRMINGHAM B8 1BY
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).

OD1136618 R
(2664)
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE BIRMINGHAM
SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM B3 1JB
Operating Centre: SUMMER ROW, BIRMINGHAM B3 1JB
Authorisation: 1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s).
New Undertaking: - Maintenance systems, maintenance documentation and vehicle inspections will be audited by a third party within 9 months and a further audit within 3 months following the submission of the first audit report. The audit report will be prepared, acted upon and retained for at least 2 years. A copy of the report will be forwarded to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner, Birmingham within 14 days of its receipt, together with the Operator’s proposals for implementing its recommendations.

- That Nicola Bagguley successfully completes a Drivers Hours and Tachograph course within 3 months. Proof of the course is to be sent to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner, West Midlands within 14 days of the course;

- That Victoria Smith will remove herself from the Operator's Licence of ODO266044 (Stephen Crook and Partners) as Transport Manager within 60 days from the date of the Inquiry. Attached to Licence.

### Section 2.2 – New Applications Refused

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Licence Number</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>New Authorisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OD1134838 R</td>
<td>VICKY'S SKIPS LTD</td>
<td>Director(s): NICOLA BAGGULEY, VICTORIA SMITH. 65 CHURCH STREET, WOOD LANE, STOKE-ON-TRENT ST7 8PE</td>
<td>1 Vehicle(s) and 0 Trailer(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Operating Centre: BERESFORD (SECURITIES) LTD, BERESFORD TRADING ESTATE, HIGH STREET, TUNSTALL, STOKE-ON-TRENT ST6 5EU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section 2.3 – Variation Applications Granted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Licence Number</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>New Authorisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OD0260687 SN</td>
<td>ALAN JOHN HURDMAN</td>
<td>58 DOBBINS OAK ROAD, STOURBRIDGE DY9 9HX</td>
<td>2 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2665)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: TARMAC WESTERN LIMITED, UNIT C7/8, BLACKPOLE TRADING ESTATE, BLACKPOLE ROAD, WORCESTER WR3 8SG ()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD0264666 SN</td>
<td>BARRY PATTERSON T/A BARRY PATTERSON TRANSPORT</td>
<td>38 SHELLY DR, SUTTON HILL, TELFORD TF7 4HZ</td>
<td>7 vehicle(s), 1 trailer(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2664)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: TMS YARD, COURT WORKS IND EST, BRIDGNORTH ROAD, MADELEY TELFORD TF7 4JB ()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD1120050 R</td>
<td>CLEANWASTE LTD</td>
<td>348A-350A CARLTON HILL, CARLTON, NOTTINGHAM NG4 1JB</td>
<td>4 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2664)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: HODGES DEVELOPMENT LIMITED, 82 HORNINGLOW STREET, BURTON-ON-TRENT DE14 1PN ()</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD0165239 SI</td>
<td>DHL SUPPLY CHAIN LIMITED</td>
<td>Director(s): IAN FISHER, JOHN ROBERT BULTER, SIMON MARK LOVELL STACEY, CHRISTOPHER MARTIN SHARP, PAUL ROBIN RICHARDSON, PAUL GEORGE DYER, NICOLA ELLEN CRAIG, MARK JAMES PARSONS, TIMOTHY JOHN SLATER, KEITH ROY SMITH, PERRY FREDERICK WATTS, GRAHAM INGLIS. DHL ENGINEERING &amp; FLEET SERVICES UK &amp; I, 3 LUMSDALE ROAD, STRETFORD MANCHESTER M32 0UT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

15
OD0252024 R
(2664)
EDMUNDSON ELECTRICAL LTD
PO BOX 1, TATTON STREET, KNUTSFORD WA16 6AY
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: EDMUNDSON ELECTRICAL LTD, UNIT 5 PACIFIC AVENUE, PARKWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE WEDNESBURY WS10 7WP
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 7 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD0263306 SN
(2663)
FEDERAL EXPRESS EUROPE INC T/A FEDEX EXPRESS
CARGO AREA SOUTH, PINCEY ROAD, LONDON STANSTED AIRPORT STANSTED CM24 1FE
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: UNIT 1, WEST MIDLANDS FREEPORT, AIRPORT CARGO, BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, BIRMINGHAM B26 3QD
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 7 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)

OD0170323 R
(2664)
G H DAVIES(FARMS)LTD
Director(s): JAMES GEORGE REGINALD DAVIES, EDWARD JAMES DAVIES, JAMES SPENCER DAVIES.
GREEN FARM, GREEN FARM LANE, CONDOVER SHREWSBURY SY5 7DA
New operating centre: NORTON FARM, CONDOVER, SHREWSBURY SY5 7AR
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)

OD0167470 SN
(2645)
HALSO PETROLEUM LTD
WOOD END LANE, FRADLEY BUSINESS PARK, LICHFIELD WS13 8NG
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: WOOD END LANE, FRADLEY BUSINESS PARK, LICHFIELD WS13 8NG
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 17 vehicle(s), 4 trailer(s)

OD1106652 SN
(2663)
J & K TRANSPORT(UK) LIMITED
Director(s): SANDEEP KAUR GARCHA, JASWINDER SINGH.
129 TRESILLIAN ROAD, EXHALL, COVENTRY CV7 9PP
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: AGGREGATE INDUSTRIES, HAUGHMOND HILL QUARRY, UFFINGTON SHREWSBURY SY4 4RW
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 1 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
New operating centre: SMITH ROAD WEDNESBURY WS10 0PB
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 1 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD1040277 R
(2663)
KESTREL ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS LTD
Director(s): JANE MICHELLE GIBSON, STEVEN SHUTE.
50 PRITCHETT STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM B6 4EX
New operating centre: 180 RUPERT STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM B7 5DT
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 5 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

OD0264960 SN
(2663)
KEVIN DAVIES T/A K DAVIES TRANSPORT
26 STAFFORD RD NEWPORT TF10 7LZ
New operating centre: ENERGYST RENTAL SOLUTIONS, 5B ORBITAL WAY, CANNOCK WS11 8XW
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)

OD1100676 SN
(2663)
MORGAN SINDALL PLC
COLD MEECE, SWYNNERTON, STONE ST15 0UD
New operating centre: MORGAN SINDALL PLC, QUALCAST ROAD, WOLVERHAMPTON WV1 2QP
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 20 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
P & D OSWESTRY LIMITED
14 SCHOOL LANE, TREFONEN, OSWESTRY SY10 9DY
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: LAND TO THE REAR OF VICTORIA GARAGE, VICTORIA ROAD, OSWESTRY SY11 2HR
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 3 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

P & J MULHOLLAND LTD
10 HICKMANS GREEN CLOSE, WARWICK CV34 6LJ
Upgrade of Licence from R to SN

ROYSTON SMITH LTD T/A ROY SMITH TRADING AS AUTOSMART
Director(s): MICHELE SOUTH, ROYSTON SMITH.
62, COUNTY DRIVE, TAMWORTH B78 3XF
Removed operating centre: SOUTH STAFFS FREIGHT LTD, SOUTH STAFFS FREIGHT TERMINAL, LYNN LANE, SHENSTONE, LICHFIELD WS14 0ED
New operating centre: HILLWOOD AUTO ENGINEERS LTD, BANGLEY FARM, HINTS ROAD, MILE OAK, TAMWORTH B78 3DJ
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

S S SCAFFOLDING & ACCESS LTD
6 FOUNTAIN ROAD, DRAYCOTT-IN-THE-CLAY, ASHBOURNE DE6 5HP
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: KNIGHTSFIELD FARM, CULLAMORE ROAD, HIGHWOOD UTTOXETER ST14 8NJ
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 3 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

SITA UK LTD
Director(s): MAREK GORDON, JOHN SCANLON, DAVID PALMER-JONES, CHRISTOPHE CHAPRON.
FLEET DEPARTMENT, 301-304 PARKWAY, WORLE WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 6WA
New operating centre: RUGBY SOLID RECOVERED FUEL FACILITY, PARKFIELD ROAD, RUGBY CV21 1AT
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 20 vehicle(s), 5 trailer(s)

SLD TRANSPORT LTD
Director(s): LEE MATTHEW DALE, STEPHEN IVAN DALE, LESLEY ELAINE DALE.
116 HYDES ROAD, WEDNESBURY WS10 0DH
Removed operating centre: ASH & LACY BUILDING PRODUCTS LTD, BROMFORD WORKS, BROMFORD LANE WEST, BROMWICH B70 7J
New operating centre: UNITS 3/4, CHURCHBRIDGE, OLD BURY B69 2AP
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 18 vehicle(s), 5 trailer(s)

SMITHS CONCRETE LTD
SOUTHAM ROAD, BANBURY OX16 2RR
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: SMITHS CONCRETE LTD, BUDBROOKE ROAD, WARWICK CV34 5XH
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 5 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

STANDARD MOTOR TRANSPORT LTD
16 Lisle Avenue, Kidderminster DY11 7DJ
Removed operating centre: SITE 7, KIDDERMINSTER ROAD, RUSHOCK DROITWICH WR9 0NS
New operating centre: UNIT 4&5, GEMINI BUSINESS PARK, STOURPORT ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER DY11 7QL
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 12 vehicle(s), 15 trailer(s)
THOMAS HOWARD MARTIN & SAMUEL JAMES MARTIN T/A MARTIN SCAFFOLDING SERVICES
Partner(s): SAMUEL JAMES MARTIN, THOMAS HOWARD MARTIN.
17 FERRERS ROAD OSWESTRY SY11 2EY
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: THE YARD, PHILIP PAUL CAR CENTRE, MILE OAK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MAESBURY ROAD, OSWESTRY SY10 8GA
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 4 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
New Undertaking: 'An audit shall be conducted by a competent independent person by 31 October 2015. The scope of the audit shall include systems for the management of maintenance, drivers hours and working time. The audit report will be prepared, acted upon and retained for at least 2 years. A copy of the report will be forwarded to the Traffic Area Office within 14 days of its receipt together with the Operator’s proposals for implementing its recommendations. Attached to Licence.

TRANSERVICE EXPRESS TRANSPORT LTD
DIRECTOR(s): E M JOHNSON, P E JOHNSON.
UNIT 1, CHURCH LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WEST BROMWICH B71 1AR
Removed operating centre: UNIT I, CHURCH LANE IND ESTATE, CHURCH LANE WEST BROMWICH B71 1AR
New operating centre: UNIT, 7-10 CHURCH LANE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WEST BROMWICH B71 1AR
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 20 vehicle(s), 10 trailer(s)

WAYNE CHRISTOPHER DAVIES T/A W C DAVIES
68 KINGS MEADOW, WIGMORE, LEOMINSTER HR6 9UX
New operating centre: BANK HOUSE, HIGHTREE NURSERIES, HIGHTREE BANK, LEINTWARDINE, CRAVEN ARMS SY7 0LU
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 1 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

WESSEX EAGLE LTD T/A EAGLE PLANT
Director(s): RICHARD CARTER, GARY JOHN PARFOOT, MICHAEL JOHN GRIMOLDBY, ALAN JOHN CRADOCK, NIGEL PETER COX.
EAGLE PLANT: 18 BATTLE ROAD, HEATHFIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE NEWTON ABBOT TQ12 6RY
Increased authorisation at existing operating centre: WESTFIELDS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, REDBARN DRIVE, HEREFORD HR4 9NS
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 3 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
New Undertaking: The operator will inform the Central Licensing Office within 14 days in the event that operations recommence at Launceston, and at the same time shall provide an updated explanation as to how the nominated transport managers will exercise effective and continuous management going forward. Attached to Licence.
WESTERN POWER DISTRIBUTION (WEST MIDLANDS) PLC
AVONBANK, FEEDER ROAD, BRISTOL BS2 0TB
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: TOLL END ROAD TIPTON DY4 0HH
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 5 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: BLACKPOLE ROAD WORCESTER WR4 9TB
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 8 vehicle(s), 2 trailer(s)
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: WESTFIELDS TRADING ESTATE, GRANDSTAND ROAD, HEREFORD HR4 9NT
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 3 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: UNIT 8-9 THREE ELMS TRADING ESTATE HEREFORD HR4 9PU
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 3 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

WOLVERHAMPTON CITY PRIMARY CARE TRUST NHS T/A The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust
NEW CROSS HOSPITAL, WOLVERHAMPTON RD, WEDNESFIELD WOLVERHAMPTON WV10 0QP
Decreased authorisation at existing operating centre: WEST PARK HOSPITAL, PARK ROAD WEST, WOLVERHAMPTON WV1 4PW
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)
New operating centre: NEW CROSS HOSPITAL, WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD, HEATH TOWN WOLVERHAMPTON WV10 0QP
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 2 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

WOLVERHAMPTON FREIGHT LTD
Director(s): MICHAEL PAUL WILDE.
HARRIS PIPEWORK BUILDING, PLANETARY ROAD, WILLENHALL WV13 3SS
Removed operating centre: HARRIS PIPEWORK BUILDINGS, PLANETARY ROAD, WILLENHALL WV13 3SS
Removed operating centre: J BAILEY COMMERCIAL REPAIRS, 306 LICHFIELD ROAD, THE YARD, SHORT HEATH, WILLENHALL WV12 5BX
New operating centre: C&S STEELS (WOLVERHAMPTON), HIGHFIELDS ROAD, BILSTON WV14 0LQ
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 3 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

Section 2.4 – Variation Applications Refused

TAJINDER SINGH T/A THE WINE LODGE
Removed operating centre: WEATHERWEAR LTD, ZOAR STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON WV3 0PG
New operating centre: UNIT 15, COUSINS STREET INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, COUSINS STREET WOLVERHAMPTON WV2 3DG
New authorisation at this operating centre will be: 4 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)

Section 3 – Schedule 4 Applications
Schedule 4 to the Goods Vehicles (Licensing of Operators) Act 1995 allows, in certain situations, the transfer of operating centres from one existing licence to either another existing licence or as part of a new licence application. A range of qualifying criteria has to be met, with approval at the Traffic Commissioner’s discretion. An important consideration in the process is any environmental history relating to the subject operating centre or any potentially adverse environmental impact resulting from the transfer. Legislation prevents any statutory objection against the Schedule 4 element of an application.

**New Applications (Section 3.1):** where the Traffic Commissioner has given a direction that the provisions of paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 shall apply, objections may only be lodged against the published application under Section 12(1)(a) of the 1995 Act, disregarding the suitability of the operating centre for use as such by the applicant as set out in Section 13(5)(d) of the Act.

**Variation Applications (Section 3.2):** where the Traffic Commissioner has given a direction that the provisions of paragraph 4 of Schedule 4 shall apply, objections may again only be lodged against the published application under Section 12(1)(a) of the 1995 Act unless that transfer can be accommodated without any overall increase in the existing overall vehicle/trailer authorisation on the receiving licence, in which case there is no statutory requirement to publish details of that application. However, **Section 3.3** does detail any such applications in order that interested parties are made aware of changes to authorised operators at listed operating centres

**Section 3.1 – New Applications**

**OD1137334 SN**  
**CREDENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL LTD**  
Director(s): NICHOLAS WYATT, ANDREW HINTON,  
SUITE 7, BLOCK 2 BEDE HOUSE, ST CUTHBERTS WAY, AYCLIFFE INDUSTRIAL PARK, NEWTON AYCLIFFE DL5 6DX  
Operating Centre: PARKWAY NORTH, MOXLEY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WESTERN WAY, MOXLEY, WEDNESBURY WS10 7BG  
Authorisation: 12 vehicle(s), 5 trailer(s)  
The Traffic Commissioner has given a direction under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 that the above operating centre(s) shall be transferred from licence OD1081508, held by CREDENTIAL WTS LTD, with the operating centre(s) being removed from that licence as part of this application.

**OD1134830 R**  
**MARTELL TIMBER ENGINEERING LTD**  
Director(s): MARTIN HARRIS, SIMON JONES, ROBERT SEABRIDGE,  
25 COVENTRY ROAD BIRMINGHAM B10 0RU  
Operating Centre: 25 COVENTRY ROAD, BORDESLEY, BIRMINGHAM B10 0RU  
Authorisation: 1 vehicle(s), 0 trailer(s)  
The Traffic Commissioner has given a direction under paragraph 2 of Schedule 4 that the above operating centre(s) shall be transferred from licence OD1111238, held by ECOTEC TIMBER STRUCTURES LTD, which is surrendered as part of this application.

**Section 3.2 – Variation Applications**

No Entries

**Section 3.3 – Other Schedule 4 Approvals**

No Entries
Section 4 – Applications Withdrawn or Grants Not Taken Up

Section 4.1 – Applications Withdrawn

- OD1134124 R (2657) CRH MOBILE FENCING & SECURITY UK LTD
- OD1132484 R (2665) HEALTH THERAPY LTD
- OD1044862 R (2655) PJ HIRONS MANAGEMENT LTD
- OD1135963 R (2663) SINGH SARAI PAVITOR T/A 4 STAR SKIPS
- OD1136576 R (2665) VIP BINS LTD
- OD1135456 R (2661) X L C R ENGINEERING LTD

Section 4.2 – Grants Not Taken Up (Fees Not Paid)

No Entries

Section 5 – Public Inquiries

Note: anyone wishing to attend a public inquiry is advised to contact the Office of the Traffic Commissioner on 0121 609 6836, the day before the inquiry, to avoid unnecessary travel should the inquiry be adjourned for any reason.

A transcript of the taped proceedings of public inquiries (either in full or in part) may be ordered from the Office of the Traffic Commissioner. The cost of the transcript varies according to demand and size of content and the office will be able to advise on the scale of charges when an order is placed.

Appeals against any decision published in this section must be lodged with the Upper Tribunal – Administrative Appeal Chamber (Transport), 5th Floor, Rolls Building, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London, EC4A 1NL not later than 28 days after the date of the letter conveying the Traffic Commissioner’s (or Deputy Traffic Commissioner’s) decision. Appellants can obtain guidance on lodging appeals, including downloading the appeal form, from the website: www.administrativeappeals.tribunals.gov.uk

Section 5.1 – Notice of Public Inquiries to be Held
Public Inquiry (50454) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 21 April 2015 commencing at 14:00 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD1102633  SI
HASSAN JEE LORGAT T/A KWICKTIME COURIERS
39 COBDEN STREET WALSALL WS1 4AQ

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S27 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 27
GV - Sch.3 - Consideration of Transport Managers Repute under Schedule 3

Public Inquiry (50511) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 29 April 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD1123281  SN
J S T SERVICES (UK) LTD
Director(s): JASVIR SINGH THANDI.
34 ROCKLAND GARDENS WILLENHALL WV13 3HP

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S27 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 27
GV - S28 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 28
GV - Sch.3 - Consideration of Transport Managers Repute under Schedule 3

Public Inquiry (50557) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 30 April 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD1086964  SN
GURMIT KAUR
131 BOROUGH CRESCENT OLDBURY B69 1BB

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S27 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 27
GV - S28 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 28
GV - Sch.3 - Consideration of Transport Managers Repute under Schedule 3

Public Inquiry (50489) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 05 May 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD1070752  SN
D.E O'REILLY LTD
Director(s): DARREN EAMON O'REILLY.
26 WHITEHOUSE WAY WALSALL WS9 0BB

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S27 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 27
GV - S28 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 28
GV - Sch.3 - Consideration of Transport Managers Repute under Schedule 3
Public Inquiry (50565) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 07 May 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD1086211  R
TRANSTHERM COOLING INDUSTRIES LTD
Director(s): NICHOLAS JOHN BOUND, LYNDA BOUND, KENNETH CHARLES BOUND.
12 BANNER PARK, WICKMANS DRIVE, COVENTRY CV4 9XA

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S28 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 28

Public Inquiry (50587) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 07 May 2015 commencing at 14:00 (Previous Publication: (2867))

OD1133819  SN
SEAN MULLINS T/A SEAN MULLINS TRANSPORT
17 THUNDERBOLT WAY, TIPTON DY4 8SG

GV - S13 - Consideration of new application under Section 13

Public Inquiry (50581) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 14 May 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD1102094  SN
DIRECT GRAB HIRE LIMITED
Director(s): BEVERLY KING, NICHOLAS KING.
15 BRINKBURN CLOSE, RUGELEY WS15 2QF

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S27 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 27
GV - S28 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 28
GV - Sch.3 - Consideration of Transport Managers Repute under Schedule 3

Public Inquiry (50442) to be held at The Public Inquiry Room, 38 George Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 1PL, on 21 May 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication: (2667))

OD0256641  SN
URSULA JANE COPE T/A COPES TRANSPORT
EDIAL FARM, LICHEFIELD ROAD, BURNTWOOD WS7 0HZ

GV - S26 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 26
GV - S27 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 27
GV - S28 - Consideration of disciplinary action under Section 28
GV - Sch.3 - Consideration of Transport Managers Repute under Schedule 3

Section 5.2 – Decisions Taken at Public Inquiries
Goods Vehicles (Licensing of Operators) Act 1995 ("the Act")

Decisions made in respect of the operator's licence held by Tajinder Singh

1. An adverse finding is made under Section 6 of the Act as the operator has been operating more vehicles than authorised.

2. Adverse findings are also made under Sections 26 (1) (a); 26 (1) (b); 26 (1) (c) (iii); 26 (1) (ca); 26 (1) (e); and, Section 26 (1) (f) of the Act.

3. The call-in letter cites a ground under Section 26 (1) (h) of the Act referring to material change, namely the operator no longer being of good repute, being professionally competent or of the appropriate financial standing. Formally, the ground is not made out as the licence is a restricted operator’s licence and the issue should have been of fitness, instead of good repute; professional competence is not an issue on which I can make a formal finding; and finally, the requirement with a restricted operator's licence is for sufficient financial resources, not financial standing. For the avoidance of doubt, the operator has more than adequate financial resources.

4. The operator’s licence is revoked with effect from 00:01 hours on 11 April 2015. It follows that the variation application is refused.

5. Tajinder Singh is disqualified from holding or applying for an operator’s licence in any traffic area in any capacity including as a sole trader, director or partner. The disqualification is for a period of six months from the date of revocation of the operator’s licence, Section 28 of the Act.

GV - S26 - Licence revoked with immediate effect
GV - S28 - Linda George Kempson is disqualified indefinitely from holding or applying for an operator's licence in any capacity including as a sole trader, partner, director or indeed in any capacity.

Licence holder no longer satisfies the requirement to be of good repute and professional competence under S27 (1)(a) and S13A(2)(b) of the Act.
Linence holder no longer satisfies the requirement of financial standing under S27(1)(a) and S13A(2)(b) of the Act
Licence holder no longer satisfies the requirement to have a stable establishment under S27(1) (a) and S13A(2)(b) of the Act
Transport Manager David Benn Boulter has lost both his repute and professional competence as TM.
Also David Benn Boulter is disqualified from holding or applying for a position as a Transport Manager anywhere within the EU for an indefinite period of time
GV - S26 - Licence revoked with immediate effect

The Traffic Commissioner reached the following decision:

• The application for an operator's licence is granted as applied for.
• The Transport Manager, Jonathan Taylor, retains his repute and professional competence.
• An undertaking has been given and is recorded on the licence as follows:

In circa 9 months, the operator will have an audit conducted by the R.H.A. of maintenance systems and documentation, and additionally, of drivers hours and records compliance. The audit is to be copied to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner’s office in Birmingham and your local DVSA office.

GV - S17 - Application granted as applied for, with undertakings
The Deputy Traffic Commissioner reached the following decision:

The application is granted in modified form for one vehicle only. Three undertakings already agreed, as detailed below, are applied to this licence save the undertaking relating to the audit, this has been amended to the first audit being due within 9 months and the Deputy Traffic Commissioner requires another audit within 3 months of the first to be received at the Office of the Traffic Commissioner in Birmingham.

- Safety inspections will be pre-planned and never more than 6 weeks apart. The PMI reports will be fully and properly completed, show rectifications and be retained for at least 2 years.
- There will be a nil defect reporting system. Defect reports will show rectification and all reports will be retained for at least 2 years.
- Maintenance systems, maintenance documentation and vehicle inspections will be audited by a third party within 9 months and a further audit within 3 months following the submission of the first audit report. The audit report will be prepared, acted upon and retained for at least 2 years. A copy of the report will be forwarded to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner, Birmingham, within 14 days of its receipt, together with the Operator’s proposals for implementing its recommendations.

2 further undertakings, as follows, are agreed and attached to this licence:

- That Nichola Bagguley successfully completes a Driver’s Hours and Tachograph course within 3 months. Proof of this is to be sent to the Office of the Traffic Commissioner, Birmingham, within 14 days of the course.
- That Victoria Smith will remove herself from the Operator’s Licence of OD0266044 (Stephen Crook and Partners) as Transport Manager within 60 days if the date if this Public Inquiry.

Section 5.3 – Notice of Transport Manager Public Inquiries to be Held

TM Public Inquiry (EpisodeId:3826 PublicInquiryId:2542) for WAYNE ARTHUR COPE to be held at The PI Room (Birmingham) 36 George Road Edgbaston Birmingham B15 1PL, on 21 May 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication:(6093))

Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 1071/2009

TM Public Inquiry (EpisodeId:3882 PublicInquiryId:2588) for NICHOLAS KING to be held at The PI Room (Birmingham) 38 George Road Edgbaston Birmingham B15 1PL, on 14 May 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication:(6093))

Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 1071/2009

TM Public Inquiry (EpisodeId:3889 PublicInquiryId:2593) for GURMIT KAUR to be held at The PI Room (Birmingham) 38 George Road Edgbaston Birmingham B15 1PL, on 30 April 2015 commencing at 10:30 (Previous Publication:(6093))

Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 1071/2009
Section 5.4 – Decisions Taken at Transport Manager Public Inquiries

TM Public Inquiry (Episodeld:3262 DecisionId:2459) for RICHARD ANDREW D A L E held at The Public Inquiry Room Suite 4, Stone Cross Place Stone Cross Lane North Golborne Warrington WA3 2SH, on 22 October 2014 at 10:30 (Previous Publication:(6093))
Declared Unfit under Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 1071/2009

TM Public Inquiry (Episodeld:3772 DecisionId:2474) for J ONA THA N ROGER T AYLOR held at The PI Room (Birmingham) 38 George Road Edgbaston Birmingham B15 1PL, on 26 March 2015 at 10:30 (Previous Publication:(6093))
Repute Not Lost under Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 1071/2009

TM Public Inquiry (Episodeld:3778 DecisionId:2469) for PAUL ANDREW OSBORN held at The Court Room Eastern Traffic Area Eastbrook Shaftesbury Road Cambridge CB2 8BF, on 27 March 2015 at 10:00 (Previous Publication:(6093))
Repute Not Lost under Article 6 of Regulation (EC) No 1071/2009

Section 6 – Operating Centre Reviews (Without Public Inquiries)

This section lists the results of reviews of operating centres made without the need for a public inquiry (with the Traffic Commissioner’s decision based on documentary evidence submitted).

Appeals against any decision published in this section must be lodged with the Upper Tribunal – Administrative Appeal Chamber (Transport), 5th Floor, Rolls Building, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London, EC4A 1NL not later than 28 days after the date of the letter conveying the Traffic Commissioner’s (or Deputy Traffic Commissioner’s) decision. Appellants can obtain guidance on lodging appeals, including downloading the appeal form, from the website: www.administrativeappeals.tribunals.gov.uk

Section 6.1 – Decisions Taken Following Review

No Entries
Section 7 – Licences Surrendered or Terminated

Section 7.1 – Licences Surrendered

**OD0260132 SI**
(2666) Licence surrendered WEF 01 April 2015
JAMES ERNEST GEORGE GODDARD T/A SHAWELL TRANSPORT/LEICSPEED

**OD1107084 SN**
(2581) Licence surrendered WEF 25 March 2015
PAUL DAVID GREEN T/A P S TRANSPORT

**OD0137130 SI**
(2174) Licence surrendered WEF 25 March 2015
R A SIMPSON & SON (TAMWORTH) LTD

Section 7.2 – Licences Terminated

**OD1032810 R**
(2464) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
AFI-UPLIFT LIMITED

**OD0192719 SN**
(2189) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
ARTHUR BIRCH

**OD1094992 R**
(2538) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
BERNARD & SUSAN BARRATT T/A B + S BARRATT

**OD0265269 SN**
(2276) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
BRIAN ALBERT LAWLEY T/A LAWLEY BROTHERS

**OD0265281 SI**
(2666) Licence not continued WEF 02 April 2015
CARL J BROGAN LTD

**OD0253188 R**
(2198) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
CARPETS OF KIDDERMINSTER LTD

**OD1094735 SI**
(2543) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
D F LOGISTICS LTD T/A DT Transport

**OD1094414 R**
(2537) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
DARLASTON TYRE LTD

**OD1095225 R**
(2538) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
DELPH SERVICES LTD

**OD1094719 R**
(2538) Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
DIANA GILLIAN AMANDA JACK T/A WÄVERLY EQUESTRIAN CENTRE
OD026097 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(1) EDWARD HENRY CROW & ALASTAIR HENRY CROW T/A E H CROW & SON

OD0265021 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2270) FIR TREE LTD T/A HEREFORD LAND ROVER FIR TREE

OD0192681 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(1) GEOFFREY FRANK HUGHES & IAN JAMES MCAULEY

OD0252861 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2170) GLENDALE GROUNDS MANAGEMENT LIMITED

OD0259890 SN Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2259) GRAHAM COOPER & ELAINE ANN COOPER T/A GRAHAM COOPER TRANSPORT

OD1043567 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2463) INSPACE SYSTEMS LTD

OD1094364 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2537) J J GALLAGHER LTD

OD1094768 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2537) JOHN BAKER

OD0265325 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2277) KEITH MARSHALL T/A MACHINERY SERVICES

OD1094550 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2537) LEAP! CONTRACTS LTD

OD1094402 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2536) MAJESTIC DISTRIBUTION (AUTOMOTIVE) LIMITED T/A MDA BITEC

OD0265190 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2275) MARK JOHN GREENAWAY & CLAIRE ANNE GREENAWAY T/A M T GREENAWAY

OD1043208 SN Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2405) MICHAEL GORDON PARSLOW

OD0072218 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(1) N J BRADFORD LTD

OD1044447 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2405) NAVEED ANJUM BAJWA T/A CHOUDHARY HALAL MEAT

OD1094182 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2536) O'REILLY CONTRACT SCAFFOLDING LTD

OD1094169 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2547) OAKHAM ENVIRONMENTAL WASTE & RECYCLING CENTRE LTD

OD1094598 R Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2536) PHILIP ANDREW GRICE T/A GRICE GROUNDWORKS
OD1044862 R  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2667)  PJ HIRONS MANAGEMENT LTD

OD0260056 SI  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2167)  RAYMOND JOHN NASH T/A R J NASH

OD1043712 R  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2404)  ROBERT RICHARDS

OD1093774 SN  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2649)  RYLAND MANCHESTER LTD

OD1094687 R  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2623)  SPIECAPAG UK LTD

OD1095271 SI  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2564)  STEPHEN JOHN VALENTINE AND LISA VALENTINE T/A VALENTINE REMOVALS

OD1044393 SN  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2405)  STEWART & SHAUN DOBB T/A R.A. DOBB OF DROITWICH

OD1094255 R  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2564)  THE WORKS EXHIBITIONS LTD

OD1045333 SN  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2407)  WAYNE CROOK

OD1094560 SN  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2537)  WILLIAM S LAYTON & EDWARD W LAYTON T/A W S LAYTON & SON

OD1043513 R  Licence not continued WEF 07 April 2015
(2463)  ZAMAN ALI T/A HRA

Section 8 – Licences Revoked (Without Public Inquiries)

Appeals against any decision published in this section must be lodged with the Upper Tribunal – Administrative Appeal Chamber (Transport), 5th Floor, Rolls Building, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London, EC4A 1NL not later than 28 days after the date of the letter conveying the Traffic Commissioner’s (or Deputy Traffic Commissioner’s) decision. Appellants can obtain guidance on lodging appeals, including downloading the appeal form, from the website: www.administrativeappeals.tribunals.gov.uk

OD1047070 SN  JONATHAN ROGER TAYLOR & VERNON PAUL LEADBETTER T/A
(2667)  JMT TRANSPORT

OD0263131 SI  LINDA KEMPSON T/A LYNDAI INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT
(2222)
Section 9 – Corrections

No Entries